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Cartoonist Jeffrey Brown's drawings perfectly capture the humor and quirkiness of cats in all their

strange and charming glory. Following the success of Cat Getting Out of a Bag, this all-new

collection of color and black-and-white comic strips loosely follows the adventures of a pair of cats

as they explore the world around them, indoors and out. Adventures include taking a nap, licking a

shoe, attacking dust particles, hiding in cabinets, pouncing on fallen leaves, confronting the vacuum

cleaner, patrolling the yard, and purring up a stormall adorably rendered in Brown's immediate and

irresistible style. Sure to delight anyone who lives with cats and appreciates their sweet and batty

behavior, this beautifully packaged gift book is the cat's meow.
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Jeffrey Brown has written and illustrated numerous graphic novels and comics. His work has been

featured in McSweeney's and on NPR's This American Life. He lives in Chicago.

I first bought this years ago from a used book store in my neighborhood and recently reread it. The

drawings of cat antics really capture their actions and behaviors - very amusing - some made me

laugh out loud (again). Really a fun book - just bought two from  to give as birthday gifts to cat

owners I know.

Its like Jeffrey Brown was watching my cats! I reply enjoyed this little book. Laughed out loud

several times.Great!



Another one of Jeffrey Brown's random hardcover books. Very adorable drawings of the things cats

do in their spare time. If people get this book, also look into other Jeffrey Brown's Cat Getting Out of

a Bag hardcover book as well. His Star War books are also great books if you want to begin

collecting his popular works.

You just KNOW that Jeffrey Brown is a true cat-lover.Not a sappy sentimentalist, but someone who

is fascinated by cats and loves their quirkiness.The situations he depicts in his cartoons are just so

familiar to people who dwell with cats. And the simple drawings somehow capture the essence of

catness (I don't know what that means exactly, but I think we actually enjoy, even admire cats for

their ability to take their set of tightly-wound, instinct-bound behaviors and explore what must be to

them an alien and possibly hostile environment (our homes) and deal with even stranger creatures,

like ourselves.).

The first book I purchased from this author. Loved it so much that I purchased another different one.

My daughter loved it.

Great kids book,my grand daughter really enjoyed it. I got a laugh out it also.

Mr Brown wrote a wonderfully entertaining book "Cat getting out of a bag and other observations"

that was in a very similar vein to this one. I got a kick out of that, despite having already been

inundated with cat themed material since the widespread adoption of the internet in the early

2000's.His second book is fine, save it is far too much in the same vein. While the comics are still

amusing and adorable, they have a repetitive sense about them, and they are far less interesting. I

find "Cat getting out of a bag, the sequel" to be a fine but still pale comparison to the original.
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